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Book Descriptions:

Dolphin 4 Pool Cleaner Manual

Its reliable filtration in all pool conditions, active brushing, and allsurface climbing brush enhance
maximum pool hygiene. You and your family will be free to enjoy your swim with full confidence that
your pool is completely clean. This powerful cleaner scrubs the floor, walls, and waterline and
removes unwanted debris. Get a clean pool without the manual work. This powerful cleaner scrubs
the floor, walls, and waterline and removes unwanted debris. Get a clean pool without the manual
work. Answer The floats are on the arm of the Dolphin. The floats are used to assist the buoyancy of
the cleaner when turning on the bottom of the pool and scrubbing the waterline. To adjust the
buoyancy, slide the float out on one side of the Dolphin. If the cleaner continues to have issues
turning or scrubbing the waterline, pull the opposite float outward as well. Answer The Dolphin
requires a standard 120v outlet for power. Answer Dolphin robotic pool cleaners are best used in
temperatures between 43 and 93 degrees. Answer No, do not remove, this is not packing material.
These help the Dolphin with buoyancy within the pool. Answer No, the indentions on the rings are
normal and due to the product settling during shipping. The rings will reshape once saturated with
water. Answer The power supply is water resistant but not waterproof. Please cover the power
supply if inclement weather approaches. Do not leave the power supply in standing water. Do not
allow the power supply to be submerged in the pool. Answer It is safe to leave your Dolphin cleaner
in the water when not in use. However, when adding chemicals to the pool please remove the
Dolphin until the proper chlorine and PH balance are obtained. Answer The Dolphin is not designed
to be used with an extension cord or surge protector. Answer Not all Dolphins are suitable for
infinity pools, please contact Maytronics directly or your local Dolphin retailer for information
regarding the models that are suitable for this pool
type.http://fxmeat.com/upload/ae50254c9f1dfd51b33e96176b33d312.xml

dolphin 4 pool cleaner troubleshooting, dolphin deluxe 4 pool cleaner manual,
dolphin deluxe 4 pool cleaner troubleshooting, dolphin 4 pool cleaner manual.

Answer Yes, the Dolphin is suitable to use in fiberglass or Vinyl pool surfaces. Answer Maytronics
offers several pool cleaners both via brick and mortar stores and via internet dealers that include
warranty rights.Answer Dolphin pool cleaners purchased in the United States must be operated in
North America in order to retain the warranty rights. Using any Dolphin pool cleaner outside of
North America that is purchased in the US voids the warranty service agreement. Answer The power
supply unit is an electrical device which must be protected from the elements. When in use the unit
needs to remain dry. Do not submerge the power supply unit in water as this will damage the
internal components. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored
on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use thirdparty cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies
will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to optout of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. With the Industry’s Best robotic pool cleaner
warranties and service, our Customer Support and Technical Support teams are here to keep you
and your family in the swim. You may be right! In this DIY Troubleshooting blog series, we’ll offer
detailed tips informed by robotic vacuum and pool owner FAQs. For all you know, they’re quite
possibly questions of your own. Each blog will address a different Dolphin automatic pool cleaner
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issue you can remedy yourself, yet you’re always welcome to contact us. That’s 888
3657446.http://www.hotpod.net.au/userfiles/6sc6112-manual.xml

These Dolphin DIY tips will help you solve the problem worryfree. Maybe you wonder whether your
Dolphin’s Intelligent Navigation system is ontarget. Or, perhaps, your pool cleaner’s timer and other
programmable features seem a bit daunting. In any case, Maytronics ’ DIY Troubleshooting tips are
meant to help you solve the problem quickly and worryfree. Through this series, you’ll learn simple
DoItYourself remedies related to In this first installment, we’ll walk you through the Dolphin pool
cleaning robot filter maintenance process.Let the troubleshooting begin! As a happy consequence,
your inground or aboveground swimming pool offers you nothing but sparkling clean pool water.
Though, more importantly, you and your guests can comfortably enjoy yourselves knowing that
you’re safe from harmful bacteria. Maytronics has made it as simple as possible to enhance your
residential or commercial swimming pool experience, since all you typically need to do is Pull the
filter out, rinse it clean with a hose, let it air dry and reseat it. Answers to Dolphin user questions
about filters follow. What could this mean It should come on anytime a filter bag or filter cartridge is
near full, making it difficult for your Dolphin to draw water through it. Let’s say this isn’t the case
for you, since it doesn’t sound like it. You’ll want to apply these DIY quick fixes As a result, that light
shouldn’t turn on again until the filters begin to fill up or are full. Because of this, I want to know if
there are replacement parts available. If so, what’s the best way for me to obtain them It’s possible
your filters are still covered by a warranty. Even if they aren’t, parts and accessories like these can
be purchased from a local authorized retailer within the Maytronics Distributor network. We’re
happy to help you figure out which situation applies to you As you’ve learned, our Customer Support
team is happy to serve you. So is our Technical Support team.

Let these pool industry professionals enhance your clean, safe swim experience with us. Can we help
you find accessories for an Olympicsized swimming pool. Do you hope to check on a repair. Are you
keen to know which Dolphin robot is best suited to your own private swimming pool. Contact Us at
MaytronicsUS.com. Or click HERE to help yourself Got a DIY topic to suggest.Out of these cookies,
the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for
the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use thirdparty cookies that help us
analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only
with your consent. You also have the option to optout of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store
any personal information. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on
your website. Please try again.Please try again.Includes four 4 guide wheels and two 2 pulley
gears.Keep your Dolphin pool cleaner in its best condition.In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. USA 2010,
Maytronics Part Number 9995670USASSYIn order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. USA 2010, Maytronics Part
Number 9995670USASSYIn order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut
key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your
search again later.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t
use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon.
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It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Rob Wilson 5.0 out of 5
stars Restored the movement of my cleaner to new standards. I didnt realize until I dug into the
cleaner that almost all of the existing wheel bearings had failed. Looks like it will be necessary to
replace the wheels at least every1 or 2 years if you use your cleaner daily as I do.But once replaced
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with a new scrubber and climbing rings, it is as good as new.If you can use a Philips head screw
drive there is no reason you shouldnt refresh these wearable parts every couple of years.Not sure if
it’s the distributor sending remanufactured parts or they’re just poorly made from the manufacturer.
The order did arrive promptly however, so I don’t have issue regarding this.The old pulley gears
were definitely worn out. Good fit. Good price.Perfect replacement. Now get to cleaning DOLPHIN.
This is where a pool cleaners often called vacuums come into play. There are four main types of pool
cleaners First up, robotic cleaners. However, they are more expensive than the other options.
Instead of being attached to your existing filtration system, robotic vacuums are selfcontained units
that are plugged into an electrical outlet. They may have fancy software that allows them to map
your pool and make sure the entire surface is cleaned. Many of them can climb the walls up to the
water level. Once the cleaner caddy is hooked into a wall outlet, all you need to do is plug the
cleaner into the caddy and submerge it in the pool. Then you choose the programming option on the
caddy’s control panel and press start. It cleans floors and lower walls with scrubbing brushes, has a
long cable for even large pools, and picks up almost all debris. Safe for all surfaces including vinyl
Long 50 ft.It cleans up to the water line and learns your pool to ensure maximally efficient cleaning.

They often require the use of a booster pump in addition to your current filtration system, which can
increase water circulation but also increase your cost. Pressureside vacuums are generally a
midpriced option, but the cost of the booster pump must be considered. They do reduce strain on
your filter by not dumping debris into it. Debris picked up by this type of vacuum is stored in a
selfcontained bag, but they are better at picking up larger debris than small, and usually clean the
floor better than the walls. This attaches to the vacuum line, which must be adjusted to the correct
length of the pool by following the instructions provided. All that is required once the vacuum is
attached to the pump is to test the wheel speed and adjust the jet on the back for optimal wall
climbing. Installing the booster pump should be done by a qualified technician. It uses a booster
pump that is reportedly easy to set up. It requires a booster pump as well. TailSweep PRO
Compatible Sweeps, scrubs and vacuums the bottom and walls of your pool Runs off separate
booster pump.Drive Mechanism AllWheel Belt Drive Equipped with single chamber filter bag and
includes 31feet of feed hose.The suction causes them to move randomly around the bottom surface
of the pool. They are the cheapest option aside from manual vacuums, but they create additional
wear and tear on your filter and do not always do the best job. However, for pool owners who have a
limited budget and no time to do the job manually, a suctionside system will often suffice in a small
pool. Essentially, you flood a hose, attach it to the suction side of your pool pump, and attach the
flooded suction cleaner. Valve adjustments may be necessary to ensure that the flow is in the
desirable range. It is a mediumpriced option that has individuallyreplaceable parts. Devours small
and mediumsized debris and cleans floor, walls and steps of your entire pool.

FlowKeeper Valve automatically regulates water flow to maintain peak cleaning performance even
with lower horsepower pumps. Wheel Deflector for movement around tight corners. Scuffresistant
LongLife Hoses eliminate scuffs on all pool surfaces. A little more expensive than the Baracuda, it
also has good longevity and cleaning power. It is attached to the suction side of the pool filtration
pump, and is the cheapest option. However, it requires regular manual labor and puts much the
same drain on your filter as a suctionside pool cleaner. Check out our guide on the best pool
cleaners of every type to get all of our recommendations. Participation in these programs helps us
keep the lights on at PoolResearch.com and in no way impacts our research process or editorial
opinions. Whether you need a remodel, a new pool, or just some maintenance help, HomeAdvisor
will find the best professional for the job. The allnew Quantum is here with groundbreaking new
technology to ensure that every inch of your pool is cleaned to a whole new level. See the features
and warranty that set the Quantum apart. We are always looking forward, not sideways, never back.
So we started from scratch and gave it everything we had to make the newest Dolphin even better.



Our goal was simple. To create the next Dolphin that can do more, deliver more and consume less
power than ever before. A fascinating future that shows what’s possible. Its design is completely
new, but like that of every Dolphin that came before, it’s based on years of research and
engineering. The allnew Quantum takes its place at the top of the Dolphin line and in the top echelon
of its class. There’s nothing overly complicated about movement straight ahead. To appreciate the
essence of the Quantum, one only has to observe the remarkable lateral movement of the robot as it
effortlessly adheres to the vertical pool surface. This is where Quantum separates itself from every
cleaner made before.

For the first time ever, powerful vortex jets were added sides and top of a robot. The result is the
world’s first robot that can move laterally along the walls of your pool. With its superb weight
distribution and low center of gravity, the Quantum is engineered from the ground up for next
generation mobility. From innovative lightweight materials to new filtration media, to advanced
24volt DC motors and microprocessors, we’re constantly working to get the most out of every
electron. But we aren’t satisfied with just using less energy. The demands of pool owners
everywhere are changing and we’re listening. Highly efficient, stateoftheart DC motors and gravity
defying PowerJet 3D Mobility deliver an exceptional user experience while reducing energy use up
to 90%. In a class by itself, the Dolphin Quantum was designed from the ground up to be easier to
buy, own and operate. It’s natural, that is, if you’re the new Quantum. Long suggested to be part of
the ultimate in pool robot mobility, 3D Jet technology has arrived. Instead of the traditional single
jet, the Quantum employs three jets in a prescribed way throughout the range of motion. Three jet
nozzles produce multiple streams of fastmoving water that combine to create vectored thrust. The
patentpending technology provides constant grip on vertical surface for superior wall and tile line
cleaning. As Quantum traverses and climbs the wall, the jets provide the robot with precise control
to move in any direction at any time. Jet drive propels the robot with vectored thrust, providing
unmatched maneuverability. For the first time ever, a poolcleaning robot has the ability to precisely
hold itself in a fixed position against the effects of gravity. As a result, the Quantum’s advanced track
driven navigation system can operate to its full potential. PowerJet 3D Mobility provides efficient
cleaning along water lines and improves navigation accuracy while enabling escape and avoidance
from any obstacle.

Cartridge filters have been around for years but pool owners found them small and difficult to clean.
Previous generation cartridges made debris removal nearly impossible with small cavities that
trapped small debris and fine dirt. With the new Quantum, Dolphin introduces a new 400 square
inch cartridge with the highest capacity ever recorded on a pool robot. The new Dolphin SnapLoc
Filters make robot cleaning easier than ever. All four sides of the Quantum filter simply snap apart
for quick and easy cleaning. In addition, the bottom panel is hinged to allow debris to simply fall out
during cleaning. Specific types of media work best for specific jobs. Quantum gives you the power to
choose the right micron filter for the job. The quickchange filters allow you to change the media in
seconds. Insert the NanoFilter to handle small debris like fine algae down to 2 microns. Choose the
standard filter for maximum suction. The oversized filter cartridge is easy to remove and cleanup is
faster than ever. Want to find debris and algae that passes through other filters. Go microfilter.
Need to pick up a bushel of leaves. Choose the oversized standard filter option. Traditional cleaners
merely pass over difficult to remove pathogens, leaving them fully intact. The Quantum robot was
engineered from the ground up to deep clean. Engineers gave Quantum dual scrubbing brushes that
attack the bacteria, algae and biofilm that is firmly attached to the pool wall. HyperBrush is
especially effective against biofilm, a structured community of microorganisms that increases
chlorine demand, destroys water quality, and frustrates pool owners. Guided by SmartNav 2.0,
Quantum’s dual high RPM brush power scrubs every square inch of any pool with remarkable
efficiency. Continual slippage results in lost energy efficiency and reduced performance. The
Quantum takes a radical departure from the conventional wheel with continuous rubber tracks.



Quantum maintains constant contact even when climbing slippery surfaces. No more slipping. The
rubber track also improves directional control and provides greater force than wheels. Tracked
robots also glide smoothly over obstacles like drains and are capable of climbing straight up vertical
walls. The Quantum’s traction is further improved with a high grip, wateroptimized tread and
geometric shape, which minimizes rolling resistance for superior providing superior weight
distribution, traction, and wall climbing.The new Quantum is equipped with a SmartNav 2.0 Robotic
Scanning to ensure that every inch of your pool surface is reached. SmartNav software delivers
highly optimized scanning and coverage for a new level of clean. Quantum calculates the optimal
pattern for faster cleaning and improved efficiency. With the ability to sense ladders and drains,
Quantum wont get hung up like ordinary cleaners. Microprocessor controlled Pool Scanning ensures
complete efficient pool surface coverage. Its newly designed frame is sleek and low to the ground for
minimal water resistance as it moves along your pool’s slopes and walls. The new Exoskel is a
minimalist architecture that keeps only essential structural parts. Quantum was given a convenient
carry handle that is located near the front for easy handling. A new fast water release system quickly
removes excess weight and ensures Quantum remains lightweight and easy to carry, even after a full
two hours in your pool. With programmable modes, you can set Quantum to automatically run when
you need it daily, 2x per week or 3x per week. Quantum comes with a builtin, programmable weekly
timer to ensure that even if you are out of town, your pool stays clean and ready to enjoy. This
means you can schedule your robot to run less often. Quantum will complete a cleaning cycle in
pools up to 50 feet long in just two hours. The new advanced controls allow you to run Quantum only
as needed instead of every day, saving even more energy.

Conserving resources while maximizing output. That’s why the Quantum operates on nearly 90%
less power than old fashioned pressure side and suction side cleaners. While other pool cleaners can
expend a massive 1800 watts of power, the Quantum requires only 180 watts. The newest Dolphin
robot requires just 5 cents per hour of operation. This economical balance of power and efficiency is
what keeps the Quantum ahead of traditional, powerhungry robots. Its motor lies low in the
underbody, lowering the robots center of gravity and enhancing its lateral dynamics. Even weight
distribution between front and rear promotes better balance and allows electrical energy to be
converted into propulsion more efficiently. But that’s not the whole efficiency story. Quantum’s two
hour cleaning cycle means it cleans quickly and thoroughly so it operates less. The Quantum picks
up where other robots leave off with innovative new features that make owning a pool as easy and
carefree as it should be. Experience the peace of mind the Quantum can bring you with its limited
2year warranty backed by the world leader in robotic pool cleaners. It’s time to try Quantum in your
own pool for 30 days. If you’re not 100% satisfied, just return it. Let Quantum challenge everything
you think about robotic pool cleaners. All Rights Reserved. Set it for just one week or to repeat on a
weekly basis.You can also switch to Tilt mode, for a more playful and realistic experience. All units
ship directly from the manufacturers warehouse in Georgia, come with a one year warranty from the
manufacturer, and we provide free shipping on all orders. The power supply is water resistant but
not waterproof. Please cover the power supply if inclement weather approaches. Do not leave the
power supply in standing water as this will damage the internal components. Do not allow the power
supply to be submerged in the pool. The Dolphin is not designed to be used with an extension cord.

There are many different types of extension cords and we do not recommend using one. However, it
is safe to use a surge protector with the Dolphin. This will help protect the Dolphin from surges in
power such as thunderstorms. It is safe to leave your Dolphin cleaner in the water when not in use.
However, when adding chemicals to the pool please remove the Dolphin until the proper chlorine
and PH balance are obtained. While the unit can remain in the pool during use of the weekly timer
function if available on your model, we do not recommend leaving the cleaner in the pool for long
extended periods of time. Dolphin pool cleaners are safe to use for the general public, however, for
safety precautions we do not recommend swimming while the cleaner is in use. Dolphin robotic pool



cleaners are best used in temperatures between 43 and 93 degrees. No, the indentions on the rings
are normal and due to the product settling during shipping. The rings will reshape once saturated
with water. These are to protect the climbing rings during shipping. Please be sure to remove before
the initial cycle. No, do not remove, this is not packing material. These help the Dolphin with
buoyancy within the pool. Yes, the Dolphin maneuvers around the pool by starting and stopping the
impeller.Using the floating cable, pull the robot to the edge of the pool. Grab the handle and remove
the robot from the water. Do not pull the robot out of the water using the cable. Place the pool
cleaner on the side of the pool to allow the water to drain. Please visit link to register you Dolphin
Pool Partz sells many of replacement consummable parts that you made need. Please contact us
directly if there are parts that you are looking for. Please contact Pool Partz directly for warranty
service. We will help you with your issue and determine how to proceed with the warranty. To view
the manual for your Dolphin, please visit the link Yes, the Dolphin is suitable to use in fiberglass or
Vinyl pool surfaces.

Dolphin pool cleaners purchased in the United States must be operated in North America in order to
retain the warranty rights. Using any Dolphin pool cleaner outside of North America that is
purchased in the US voids the warranty service agreement. Dolphin pool cleaners are designed to
last many seasons. However, the lifespan differs from Dolphin to Dolphin. Many different factors
play a role, such as amount of use, pool chemistry, and pool surface. DIY repairs should be
completed by an authorized technician. Please contact Maytronics directly at 18883657446 or the
support page of their website at. After selecting one of the above options, the robot will start to
operate at the next occurrence of the programmed start time. Note A fourth click will cancel the
cleaning schedule program without a visible indication. If the robot is working in Weekly Timer
mode, the Weekly Timer button constantly blinks between cycles. At the end of the week, the power
supply automatically switches off and you need to reschedule the robot. The advanced design has
been proven to operate for years at a time. It comes with a fully assembled and tested robotic
vacuum two sizes, four models, a choice of 3 different caddy carts, 4 different cord lengths, a
waterproof remote control, and more. It has an electronic control center that talks to you with
instructions and prompts, and reports any unforeseen service issues. Download the Enduro M specs.
Its dual drive motors and split brush technology provide incredible maneuverability and coverage
while its digital remote gives the user pinpoint navigation and control. It boasts double filtration and
scrubbing power with adjustable pool parameters and choice of cycles. But you can send us an email
and well get back to you, asap. To prove how serious we are about delivering the bestinclass high
performance robot, the Dolphin Premier is backed by the very best warranty in the industry.

While some pool cleaner manufacturers play tricks with their warranties, Premiers nononsense
warranty is not prorated and not limited by the number of cycles. Premier is built to last. Youre free
to use your pool cleaner as much as you like. In the unlikely event that Premier doesnt perform as
weve promised, were here for you. Thats why we designed Premier to minimize downtime. Premier
is built on a modular DIY platform. In the event that Premier needs service, weve made it so any
component can be easily replaced by your or any of our many warrany repair stations in about 10
minutes. Rapid repair means your cleaner will never be out of your pool too long. Dolphin pool
cleaners are now available in over 42 countries. With over 1200 dealers, your Premier will never
have far to go. Please contact your dealer for more details on Dolphin Premier warranty service.
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